
G O M O N S H U  S A M A ' S  M E S S A G E

This year we will once again have the opportunity to observe the Commemorative Service of the
Establishment of the Jodo Shinshu Teaching together. This service’s name, ‘Establishment of the Jodo
Shinshu Teaching,’ refers to Shinran Shonin’s systematical presentation of the Jodo Shinshu teaching
through his main writing, Kyōgyōshinshō, or The True Teaching, Practice, and Realization of the Pure
Land Way. In this work, he clarified how Amida Buddha’s compassionate working, or Other Power,
reaches and guides each of us. This annual observance is a great opportunity for us to deepen our
gratitude for the teaching.

The founder of Buddhism, Sakyamuni Buddha revealed the reality of this world as “everything is
changing” and “all things are without self.” However, ordinary beings like us are not able to accept this
reality, and that is why we struggle constantly. Typical examples are the four difficulties expounded by
Sakyamuni Buddha, that is, birth, aging, illness, and death. We, who possess blind passions of greed,
anger, and ignorance, cannot escape from suffering until the moment that life ends.

Shinran Shonin used the expression ‘foolish beings filled with blind passions’ to describe us, those who
are not able to accept this reality. Amida Tathagata wishes to save us, who are drowning in the darkness
of blind passions, and continues to work with compassion in the Nembutsu, “Namo Amida Butsu.” As
Shinran Shonin wrote in a hymn,

Karmic evil is from the beginning without real form;
It is the result of delusional thought and invertedness.

(Hymns of the Dharma-Age, Verse 107)

The compassion of the Tathagata is grounded in true reality, which begins to work prior to human
cognition, and thus embraces all life equally and takes it as it is without abandoning anyone.
Shinran Shonin described his understanding in another verse as “attaining Buddhahood through the
nembutsu is the true essence of the Pure Land way.”
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G O M O N S H U  S A M A ' S  M E S S A G E

When we are touched by this warm compassion and learn of Amida Tathagata’s wish for our life,
we are empowered to live at ease, share joy and sadness with people, and a world of mutual respect and
support opens up. With ease and joy, Shinran Shonin walked the path of gratitude for being saved by
Tathagata’s compassion. Aspiring to learn from his way of living and transmit his teaching to the next
generations, I would like to express the essentials of the Jodo Shinshu Teaching in the following
passage.

Gratitude for the Jodo Shinshu Teaching

Namo Amida Butsu.
 

“Entrust yourself to me. I will liberate you just as you are.” This is the calling voice of Amida.
My blind passions are embraced in the Buddha’s awakening,

So the Buddha calls to me “I will liberate you just as you are.”
Gratefully responding to the Buddha’s call,

I find that I am already on the path that leads to the Pure Land.
And the Nembutsu flows freely from my thankful heart.

 
Living with the Dharma as my guide

Softens my rigid heart and mind.
Gratitude for the gift of life I have received

Frees me from becoming lost in greed and anger,
And allows me to share a warm smile and speak gentle words.

Sharing in the joy and sadness of others,
I shall strive to live each day to its fullest.
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Jodo Shinshu is the teaching that we will attain enlightenment beyond
form and become buddhas in the “Pure Land of naturalness” through
shinjin alone. In shinjin we accept without doubt the heart of Amida
Tathagata’s Vow of “Namo Amida Butsu” – “Entrust yourself to me. I
will liberate you just as you are”

Since shinjin [entrusting heart] arises from the Vow,
We attain Buddhahood through the nembutsu by the [Vow's]

spontaneous working.
The spontaneous working is itself the fulfilled land;
Our realization of supreme nirvana is beyond doubt. 

 
(Hymn of the Pure Land Masters, Verse 82)

 
 



Entering the month of October, I find myself looking back on the
year which had its ups and downs and in many ways am amazed at
how quickly we are approaching the end of 2021. What stands out
for me during the year was the emotions that we have experienced
and faced in one way or another because of the uncertainty brought
on by the pandemic. At times it has felt like riding a rollercoaster
where we could not really relax and remain calm because of all the
ups and downs that kept coming at us so quickly. We are
experiencing a fluctuation with happiness and sorrow; pleasure and
anger and the intensity by which anger and sorrow are growing is
being felt around the world.
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S E N S E I  R O B E R T ' S  M E S S A G E

How can we respond to these outside factors that have such an influence on our inner peace? The Buddha would
have us think about equanimity, calmness, in the face of the ups and downs of life. We might ask ourselves why
should I try to remain calm in the face of the ups and downs of life and the Buddha would remind us that
suffering is an unavoidable part of being alive. When we truly understand this teaching then it becomes clear
that calmness in the face of the ups and downs of life not only benefits oneself but benefits others.

In November of 2018, our spiritual leader, Ohtani Kojun Monshu of Jodo Shinshu Hongwanji-ha in Kyoto,
Japan presented “Our Pledge” in a more familiar way and consequently we recite this pledge regularly during
our services. The pledge is a reminder for us to live our life as a follower of the Nembutsu teaching. A follower
who has encountered the all-inclusive wisdom and all-embracing compassion of Amida Buddha. Our Pledge
consists of four verses that remind us of our habit of seeing things through a self-centred point of view and such
a view inevitably leads to suffering. The verses guide us to consider the point of view of Amida Buddha and
thus live our lives with understanding, kindness, and calmness in the face of the ups and downs of life.

In 2023 we are going to conduct a Joint Celebration of the 850th Anniversary of Shinran Shonin’s Birth
and 800th Anniversary of the Establishment of the Jodo Shinshu Teaching. In gratefulness for the birth
of Shinran Shonin and his expounding of the teachings of Jodo Shinshu, let’s recite “Gratitude for the
Jodo Shinshu Teaching” together, work together, and live a life of Nembutsu together to spread his
teaching. As for “Our Pledge,” delivered in my Dharma message at the 2018 Perpetual Memorial and
Autumn Service, it is my hope that it will continue to be recited by everyone on various occasions,
particularly by young people and those who are not familiar with Buddhism or Jodo Shinshu, and that it
will lead to closer connections with the teaching.

April 15, 2021

OHTANI KOJU
MONSHU

JODO SHINSHU HONGWANJI-HA 
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658 1 Ave NE,
Calgary, AB T2E 3Y1
p: 403-263-5723
w: calgary-buddhist.ab.ca

Sensei Robert Gubenco
e: bgubenco@shaw.ca

CALGARY BUDDHIST TEMPLE

Our Pledge (By: Ohtani Kojun Monshu)
Breaking out of my shell
 I shall carefully share a warm smile and speak gentle words 
 Just like the kind Buddha. 
Not becoming lost in my greed, anger, and ignorance 
 I shall be open-minded and act accordingly
 Just like the calm and peaceful Buddha 
Not putting myself first
 I shall share in the joy and sadness of others 
 Just like the compassionate Buddha 
Realizing the gift of life we have received
 I shall live each day to its fullest
 Like the Buddha who continues to emancipate all.

Namo-Amida-Butsu
Robert Gubenco Sensei

U P C O M I N G  W O R K S H O P S  A N D  E V E N T S

What is Reiki?
The history and levels of Reiki
How Energy healing works (hands-on
and distant healing)
How attunements work
Holistic Healing benefits (physical,
mental, emotional and spiritual)
How to use Reiki with meditation and
prayer
Guided Reiki Meditation (distant
healing option will be offered to those
who would like to experience it) 
Questions and Answers 

Throughout the session Candice will share:

Join us for this online 90 minute Discover Reiki session with Candice Macpherson. 
Candice is a Holistic Healer and Wellness Expert specializing in Reiki, Laughter Yoga and Spiritual
Connections. She is a Usui Reiki Master, Karuna Reiki Master and Kundalini Reiki Master. 

DISCOVER REIKI
Sunday, October 17th, 2021 at 1pm MDT

Register online at: https://bit.ly/Reiki-17Oct21



It is important to talk about elder abuse, how unacceptable it is and to let people know help is
available. If someone discloses abuse to you, you see signs or if you suspect abuse, it is your
responsibility to do something about it. Please join this informative presentation by Katharina
Zacharias of the Calgary Kerby Centre who is passionate about raising awareness of elder abuse 
because it is seriously 
lacking in our society.  

BE AN ADVOCATE FOR THE ELDERLY
Wednesday, November 10th, 2021 at 7pm MDT 

Let’s advocate for 
seniors and learn about 
facts, signs, prevention 
and resources. 

Register online at:
https://bit.ly/Advocate_10Nov21
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The Calgary Buddhist Temple is thrilled to have our own Sensei Robert
Gubenco give an introduction to karma presentation with discussion to
follow.

“Realize that everything connects to everything else.” – Leonardo DaVinci

Register online at: https://bit.ly/karma-02Dec21 

A LITTLE KARMA GOES A LONG WAY
Thursday, December 2nd, 2021 at 7pm MDT 

P A S T  W O R K S H O P S  A N D  E V E N T S

This interesting workshop was held on Thursday, Sep 16th where we
explore the fascinating world of the gut microbiome: the bacteria and
other microbes that live in our gut and help us to digest food,
synthesize vitamins, and fight off infection. We discussed the healthy
foods and lifestyle behaviours that promote optimal gut health, as well
as the gut-busting factors in our environment.  Sincere appreciation to
presenter, Trudy Gahlinger, a long-time member of the Calgary
Buddhist Temple and a Functional Medicine Certified Health Coach.

IT'S ALL IN YOUR GUT
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T H A N K S G I V I N G

Paramita DANA /Generosity: a willingness to give to others with joy and without regret or expectation
of reward. 

This year we will celebrate Thanksgiving on October 11. Thanksgiving (French: Action de grâce) is
annually celebrated on the second Monday in October. The Canadian Thanksgiving Day is often
associated with a European tradition of harvest festivals and a cornucopia, or horn, filled with seasonal
fruit and vegetables. The cornucopia meaning "Horn of Plenty" in Latin, was a symbol of bounty and
plenty in ancient Greece. Turkeys, pumpkins, corn, cranberries and other food displays symbolize
Thanksgiving. It is an opportunity for people to give thanks for a good harvest and other fortunes in the
past year. 

Food Gratefulness expression:

Before a meal:
Itadakimasu

  Prior to eating a meal hands are held in Gassho 
and the Japanese expression Itadakimasu is recited.Itadakimasu 
is translated as a thank you for the food that is about to be eaten. 
All phases of the food preparation: ingredients, providers, cooks 
are included in this gratitude.

After a meal, or finishing eating:
Gochisousama 

 Gochisou sama deshita is a Japanese gratitude phrase recited with hands held in
Gassho at the conclusion of a meal. The thank-you includes everyone and everything associated with the
food preparation as well as the food itself.

Canadian Thanksgiving trivia
·First Nations had traditions of thanksgiving for surviving winter and for receiving crops and game as a
reward for their hard work. These traditions included prayer, potlatch, dance, feasting, and other
ceremonies. “The potlatch (from the Chinook word Patshatl) is a ceremony integral to the governing
structure, culture and spiritual traditions of various First Nations living on the Northwest Coast and in
parts of the interior western subarctic. It primarily functions to redistribute wealth, confer status and
rank upon individuals, kin groups and clans, and to establish claims to names, powers and rights to
hunting and fishing territories.” Source https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/potlatch 

·1578- English explorer Martin Frobisher and his crew gathered at Frobisher Bay, in or near present-day
Nunavut. They possibly dined on salt beef, biscuits, and mushy peas and showed appreciation through
Communion for their safe arrival after surviving the long journey in a quest to find a northern passage
from Europe to Asia. 

THANKSGIVING: OCTOBER 11, 2021 
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Keep the turkey in its original wrapping.
Place turkey on a tray on a bottom shelf in the refrigerator
Allow 5 hours of thawing time per pound (10 hours/kg).

Keep the turkey in its original wrapping.
In a large container, cover the turkey completely with cold water.
Change the water at least every hour.
Allow 1 hour of thawing time per pound (2 hours/kg).

November 14, 1606, Samuel de Champlain and New France inhabitants in Nova Scotia held
thanksgiving feasts with local Mi’kmaq. The Mi’kmaq probably introduced the French to cranberries,
which they called Petites Pommes rouges (little red apples). In order to combat a then mysterious illness
(scurvy), Champlain organized a “feasting” society. The French and their Mi’kmaq companions
socialized in outdoor activities such as hunting and fishing and then the game and seafood they collected
were prepared into different dishes for a series of feasts. Music, singing and story-telling apparently
accompanied these feasts.

The Canadian Thanksgiving celebration was influenced by American traditions. Food associated with
American Thanksgiving, such as the North American turkey was introduced to Halifax citizens in the
1750s by the United Empire Loyalists, who continued spreading food traditions to other parts of the
countries.
 
Turkey Facts
 
Cooking a turkey:
Source: www.canadianturkey.ca

Planning to cook a whole turkey? 
·estimate what size of the whole turkey you will need
·how long it may take to thaw, and 
·how much time it will take to cook.

The safest way to thaw a whole frozen turkey is either 
in the refrigerator or in cold water. Never thaw your 
turkey at room temperature!

Refrigerator Method: Health Canada recommends that your refrigerator is set at 4 °C (40 °F).
This method of thawing a turkey is the safest, as it keeps the meat cold until it is completely defrosted.

Cold Water Method:

The most common sizes of whole turkeys found in stores will range between 8 lb to 25 lb (3.63 to 11.3
kg.) Suggested 1 lb (454 gm) person or 1.5 lb(680 gm) per person if planning for leftovers.
Remember to cook once and use any leftovers. 

Cranberry trivia:

·Cranberries are indigenous to central and eastern North American wetlands. 
·European settlers to North America found cranberry plants growing in the Maritime provinces. 
·Indigenous people used cranberries as a source of food and medicine.
·Cranberries are a source of Vitamin C. 
·The major cranberry-farming provinces are British Columbia and Quebec. 
·Cranberry sauce is often eaten as a condiment with Thanksgiving turkey. 



L I B R A R Y  N E W S

LIBRARY NOW OPEN the third Sunday each month.

In October we will be open Sunday, October 17th. Come downstairs after the service and have a look at
the books.

Here’s one book we recommend: 
A Flash of Lightning in the Dark of Night: A guide to the Bodhisattva’s way of life by the Dalai Lama -
“the Dalai Lama presents a detailed manual of practical philosophy, based on ‘The Way of the
Bodhisatva’”

Please return any books you have borrowed.

LIBRARY NEWS
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Cranberry Sauce 
Makes 2 cups

Ingredients
·12 oz cranberries (1 package)
·1 C white or brown sugar 
·1 C orange juice 
·1 tsp grated orange rind
·1 stick cinnamon

Cooking instructions:

·Wash cranberries and remove bruised or discoloured berries. Drain.
·Over medium heat, dissolve the sugar in the orange juice in a medium-sized saucepan. 
·Stir in the cranberries and grated orange rind. Add the cinnamon stick and boil until the cranberries
start to pop. Lower the heat and simmer until cranberries stop popping. (about 10 minutes).
·Remove from heat and allow to cool. Remove cinnamon stick. Cranberry sauce will thicken as it cools.
·Refrigerate or use right away. It also freezes well.
*Can use fresh or frozen cranberry and orange juice.



C O O K B O O K  N E W S

Your name
Telephone number(s)
Number of copies
Preferred payment method:

E-transfer prior to pickup or
Payment upon pickup (cash or cheque)

Cookbooks are available for sale!

The book took over two years to compile and contains  270 pages with full-colour section dividers and
coil binding There are recipes from members and friends, and photos illustrating nearly 70 years of
Temple history. Recipes from the chicken teriyaki dinners are also featured.

Cookbooks can be purchased/picked up after 
Sunday Service at the Temple.

Cost $25 
Payment by:
- Cash or cheque on pick-up
- E-transfer     People may send an e-transfer to the 
following address:
calgarybuddhisttemple@gmail.com

Please note in the comments box that the e-transfer is 
for the CBT Cookbook.

Orders can optionally be placed by contacting: 
cbtcookbook@gmail.com

Use heading cookbook order and please provide:
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COOKBOOKS FOR SALE!


